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sPIN MATCHING CONDITIONS IN LARGE ELECTRON STORAGE RINGS
WITH PURELY HORIZONTAL BEAM POLARIZATION*

R. Rossmanith

•' CEBAF, 12000 Jefferson Avenue, Newport News, Virginia, USA

Introduction

In the last few years the self-polarization of electrons and positrons (Sokolov-Ternov

effect 1) was observed in man.,,' storage rings: ACO, 2 VEPP2, 3 VEPP4, 4 SPEAR, s DORIS, _
PETRA, _ and CESR. a In all these machines the beam was polarized by synchrotron
radiation emission in the bending magnets of the arcs. As a consequence the spin axis

in the arc must be parallel or antiparallel to the bending field; depending on the particle

species.

At LEP (at least in phase I) the situation is different. The beam is polarized by

so-called asymmetric wigglers at a point or points of the machine. _ In the very beginning

these wigglers will produce transversal polarization and the arcs act only as a spin transport

system. Man), years ago it was discussed whether it is possible to rotate the wigglers by

90 degrees and produce horizontally po;_rized beams. 1° It was shown experimentally at

low energies 11 that such a system c_uld work. It is also well known thai a horizontal

polarization can be maintained by so-called Siberian Snakes 12 in proton machines, as
has been experimentally shown recently. 1_ A Siberian Snake rotvtes the spin around

the momentum axis by 180 degrees. As a result most of the perturbations which would

otherwise add up over many revolutions compensate each other after two revolutions.

It is interesting at least from an intellectual point of view whether the Siberian Snake _

can be applied to electron machines with a_ asymmetric wiggler as a polarizer, lt is
assumed that the wiggler polarizes the beam in the horizontal direction and thai the

Siberian Snake is opposite to the wiggler (fig. 1). The only difference from a proton machine

is the emission of synchrotron radiation in the arcs. The calculations are interesting for
tWO reasons:

a.) The configuration shown in fig. 1 is less perturbing for the whole machine compared
to spin rotators at each experiment.

b.) It is the present understanding that the degree of polarization is limited in big storage
rings by the so-called nonlinear spin acceptance 14'. at higher energies nonlinear effects

contribute significantly to depolarizing effects. A horizontal spin could push this

- fundamental limit to higher values.

* This work was supported by the U.S, Department of Energy under contract DE-AC05-
84ER40150.



angle of-A¢1. The energy is not changed until the spin comes to the next set of cavities.

Before the particle enters the next set of cavities the shift is proportional to -AT], namely
A¢]. As a result the effect of the second shift is canceled. Finally M1 shifts are canceled
except the first one:

&¢1 = AC0 - A¢I + A¢i - Aq_2 + A62 - . .... = AC0. (5),.

The spin matching condition is &¢ = -&¢0. The shift is proportional to -AT0. A

comparison with formula (5) shows thai, the spin shift no longer depends on storage ring
parameters.

The spin shift proportional iJo the energy before and after the cavity is equivalent to

a spin shift proportional to As, where As is the deviation of the particle from the center

of the bunch. This can be shown in the following way: Aa ia expressed as

f" (6)
1

where a(_) is the momentum compaction factor. On the other hand, the energy gain

in a cavity is proportional to As. When the spin is shifted before and after a cavity
proportionally to A 7 with different signs the shift will therefore be proportional to &_.

Spin Matching with Concentrated Cavities and Rotator

The principal layout is shown in fig. 1. Note thai there is only one stable condition

possible in such a configuration ("stable" means that the spin returns after one revolution

into the same position). This stable position or n-axis in the polarizing element points in
the radiM direction. As a result the spin is aiming in the direction of the n-axis when the

particle is polarized in the polarizing ,qement or when a photon is emitted in the pole.rizing

wiggler. Assume now that a photon is emitted somewhere in the arc. The energy is reduced
and the spin comes to the rotator with a deviation of

(s2-a])

from the n-axis, where ai is the position of the rotator and _2 is the position where the

photon is emitted, sis only counted in the bending magnets, lR is the bending radius in

the magnets. A¢,_ is a deviation from the n-axis and remains a deviation after damping
and finally leads to depolarization.

The scheme for compensation for this effect is similar to the scheme shown in the

previous chapter. If it is assumed that A, in equation (6) and *2 - sl in equation (7)

are proportional to each other (which is true for most storage rings), the effect can be

compensated by a spin rotation before and after the cavity in the previously described
manner.

i
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f0AC= a(A )d = + ' (3)
where b is 1/7".. Note that after the damping period the deviation of the two spin directions

is small but not zero. A synchrotron tune of 0,08, a revolution freque_lcy of 10 kHz and a

• damping time of 34 msec (LEP at 45 GeV) leads to a deviation of 10 -_ radian v_her_ the

emitted photons change the energy of the electron by 10 -3 ,

In order to compensate this effect a spin shlft proportional to -A 7 with the propor-

tional constants defined in equation (3) has to be applied, This can be done 'by beam

bumps, In the following the principal concept is explained and in the appendix the beam
bump concept is discussed in more detail,

Starting point for the proof of principle is equation (1), Assume a section of the

machine where the particle is deflected by an angle a, Assume further that before and

after this section the spin is rotated into the vertical direction, As a result the spin motion

of a particle with the energy -r is retarded by a-ra, The spirt motion of a particle with the

energy -r + A'r is retarded by a'ra + a(A-r)a, The difference in the spin motion is a(zh'_ )a,
By choosing the angle a the spin motion car. be influenced proportional to A'_ with an

adjustable proportionality constant, Note that a negative angle a leads to a negative spin
shift,

According to equation (3) the required spin shift is very small, TherefOre in a real

machine an impractical 90 ° spin rotation is not required, but rather simply a deviation of

the spin from the horizontal plane in one or several bending magnets, It will be shown
later that this is sufficient.

It has to be taken into account that the spin shift is performed every revolution, Using

equation (2) the spin shift has to be summed over many revolutions',

oo

A¢I = 21ra(A-r0)y" (e-nt°/r°cos(ntow.))
n'-0

1- (4)= 2,.,.,,(.,',.-<o)i - + '
The spin matching condition for this case is zX¢ = -AC/,

Spin Matching Condition with Concentrated Cavities

Equ.ation (2) is an idealized description of particles in a storage ring, In a real storage

ring the cavities are concentrated in one or two sections, The particle energy is changed
. by emission of a photon in the arc, After the emission the energy is not changed until

the particle passes through the cavities, Assume now that a spin shift proportional tc) the

energy is performed in front of and after each set of cavities, The spin is changed in front
of the first set of cavities proportionally to-A-r0 by an angle AC0, The cavities change

the energy to A')'1 and the spin is shifted after the cavities proportionally to A'yl by an

3



Assume a closed orbit kick at a cert_n position in the machine, Let us assume that

the spin is rotated as a result of this kick around the momentum axis by an angle 3J,

Afterwards the spin is rotated in a bending magnet by A around the vertical mx_isand

afterwards by another kick orset of kicks around the momentum axis by _, The spin
transfer matrix for this case is

cos A cos /31cos /32 sin131sin j32 -sin Acos/32 - cos A sin13_ cos /32 - cos /31sin /32

A sin A cos/31 cos A n A sin _qlcos cos /_l cos /32 + sin 81cos /32 - sin A sin /32 - cos A sm /31sm /_2 + cos /31cos /3_

(12)
If the starting point (where _ is applied)is (_0,y0,z0), and the final point after three

deflections is (_a,y3,z3), and z0 and z3 are close to zero(purely horizontal spin), the total
spin deflection angle can be written in the form

"= = ' (la)n----O

Applying several bumps in a proper way leads to

_ = Z _'_ = Z Z a,_,_ Y-2-°_ _ k_ + higher orders, (14),
m m n=O '2_0

k can be chosen by selecting a series of suitable bumps, As a result spin matching in the

horizontal case is sire.liar to the correction scheme which has to be applied for the vertical

spin direction, 16

Summary

In a storage ring with a purely horizontal spin and a Siberian Snake, the spin matching
conditions are similar to the spin matching conditions for vertical polarization; a combi-

nation of beam bumps h_s to be found which compensate the depolarizing effects, These

bumps compensate the random emission of synchrotron emission on the spin.
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This concept is explained in more detail in the following. The deviation of the spin
from the n-axls is, according to equation (7),

( )_cavitll -- ,gernimeion

aC. = _(n-r0) _ - R ' (s)

The change in energy in a cavity according to equation (6) is

OelwltyA%.,it_ = k(AT0) a(s)ds,
d I,tm_$m_o_

_ _](A'_o) ( "qcat'''l/ - _emi'''°n)R , (9)

where k and kl are constants, As mentioned, the spin is shifted proportionally to As or
m')'cavlty,

_¢total = k2ACn + k3A'ycavitlt

: k2(aATo) r-
\ R /

+ kaAT0 ( • (10),, R /

If k2 and k3 are chosen in an appropriate way,
J

zx¢,ot_,_ a(_XT0),r (11/

is independent of the point of emission.
Equation (11) is valid only when cavities and spin rotator are not separated by el-

ements with strong synchrotron emission, If there is a significant synchrotron radiation
emission between cavity and spin rotator the polarization will be destroyed, In order to
avoid this an additional spin shift proportional to As has to be installed, This can be done
by using a cavity in front of and after the spin rotator, The cavities have opposite phase
and therefore do not act on the beam.

Appendix= Spin Matching by Closed Orbit Bump5

As shown in previous papers transverse polarization in high energy electron-positron
storage rings can only be obtained by applying closed orbit deviations in an intelligent

: manner to the existing orbit, The method is based more or less on trial and error; no
beam position monitors are able to detect the small orbit variations between a low and a
high degree of polarization. In the following it is shown that a siraJlar techmque can ht"
applied for pure horizontal polarizatioIa,
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